Smart Cities
DEEP DIVE WEEK
Lisbon, 13-17 May 2019
FastTrack VC

Why Lisbon

Lisbon is home to an emerging startup ecosystem that has been steadily rising in popularity, with
media support, ensuring its place in international headlines after becoming the first European Capital
of Entrepreneurship in 2015 and then becoming the new home of Web Summit in 2016.

Lisbon is fast becoming a creative and tech startup hub, helped by accelerator funding, tech
incubators and newly refurbished coworking spaces popping up all over the city.
▪
▪
▪
▪

Over 40 Coworking spaces
€250m+ raised by startups
38 Incubators and Accelerators
Government run €200m venture capital fund

Also, Lisbon has more hours of sunshine each year than any other European capital!
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Smart Cities

Lisbon is pursuing a strategy of urban regeneration in particular enhancing green spaces and their
connectivity, both strategies of which serve to create more jobs.
The GREEN SURGE project is identifying, developing and testing ways of connecting green spaces,
biodiversity, people and the green economy, in order to meet the major urban challenges related to
climate change, demographic changes, human health and well-being, and more.
"Lisbon's 2017/2021 Political Governance Programme stands as a strong political commitment towards
a better city for people to live. One of its main objectives is making of Lisbon one of the cities in the
world with a better quality of life and more sustainable. It is an ambitious programme, which considers
the reality as well as the challenges that may arise."
Fernando Medina, Mayor of Lisbon
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Lisbon is rapidly emerging as a Startup hub
Startup Giants
▪ Farfetch
▪ Uniplaces
▪ OutSystems
▪ Feedzai

Network of Ecosystem Builders
▪ Startup Lisboa
▪ Second Home
▪ Beta-i
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Deep Dive Week in Lisbon – check out the agenda
Date
Day 0

Day 1

Monday
May 13

Tuesday
May 14

Morning

Afternoon
Arrive in Lisbon

Welcome to Lisbon!, and
speed networking

Challenge Set, by Corporate
Partners

Evening
Informal drinks

Get To Know You
Dinner

Smart City Innovation Lab

Day 2

Day 3

Wednesday
May 15

Thursday
May 16

Fábrica de Startups
Time with the mentors

Free time

Working on the Challenge

Legal one to ones, and how
to set up in Lisbon

Challenge Delivery
Tchau!

Networking with Corporates
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What you get

Acceleration

Qualified introductions to get you in front of local investors

Soft Landing

Packed agenda so you become familiar with the key players in the ecosystem

Smart City
Ready
Tailored
support

Connecting with an eager corporate environment

Tim Brown from FastTrack VC will be your Scaling Manager

Lighthouse
community

Our network & Scaling Managers remain at your disposal

Travel costs
support

Reimbursement of up to 500€ of travel expenses
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Beyond the Deep Dive Week
In addition, by joining our DDW, you will qualify to receive:
▪ A Europass: access to top 6 EU events & invite-only pitching opportunities
▪ A ticket to our Scouting Missions beyond the EU: Silicon Valley, New York and Israel
▪ Access to the Top 10 Lighthouse Awards event (exciting prizes) and a place in our Hall of Fame
… all taking place in 2019 to help boosting your business
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FastTrack VC
Go Beyond Funding
FastTrack VC helps forge unique startups into successful
companies. Applying a proven business approach, we
empower disruptive startups with seed investment, execution
expertise and market experience.
We invest in early stage technology companies led by
outstanding entrepreneurs who are looking for a seed
investment up to €1,000,000.

FastTrack provides management, market strategy, and
business finance support, allowing creators to focus on their
core business.
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Your Scaling Manager in Lisbon

Tim Brown
tbrown@fasttrack.vc
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See you in Lisbon
APPLY NOW
https://www.f6s.com/deepdiveweeklisbon2019/apply

www.startuplighthouse.eu
#StartupLighthouse
@eu_lighthouse
Startup Lighthouse
https://www.f6s.com/startuplighthouse
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